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This guide explains Getsafe's Affiliate Program
commission models and simple signing-up options.

How much will

I earn per sale?

Getsafe has two commercial models in place
and our partners can select the one they
prefer for their brand and customer needs. 


Model 1 - Standard Affiliate Model 



This model is perfect for companies looking to boost their sales
revenue through an additional value offering to their customers. 














Fixed commission per each valid sale

£30.00

Model 2 - Special Incentive 



The commercial structure combines the CPA for partner
and special offer for the resident. This structure works very
well when our partner wants to offer special discounts.

Fixed commission per each valid sale

Incentive to your customer

£10.00 


£20.00 insurance credit


£15.00

£15.00 insurance credit

How do I get paid?



Approved transactions are paid 60 days from the
end of the day they are invoiced. 


Sign-up process 




Getsafe has two sign up options in place. 


1. Awin Affiliate Network 

If you are an existing member of Awin platform or would like to use
their platform, Getsafe connects with your brand via Awin's
network.   


2. Getsafe Application Form  

If you prefer to have direct integration with Getsafe, please fill out
this form to complete your application.

Connect with Getsafe via

the Awin Affiliate Network


What is Awin?


Awin is an affiliate network that connects your brand with Getsafe. Their
network offers proprietary solutions, comprehensive reporting suites, and
easy affiliate set up. Working with Awin is an effective way to earn money
online with little or no financial investment or technology expertise. Awin
platform is designed to aid any marketing operation, whether an individual
blogger or influencer or a full digital marketing team.


Highlights








Awin real-time sales dashboard

User-friendly platform 

Easy integration of new partnerships

Sign up process: 















1.

Register or log in to your account on Awin.


2.

Find Getsafe and send the request (link) Getsafe ID: 19538


3.

Getsafe accepts the request and the partnership is set up.


4.

Getafe sends you all assets, links, and material you require.
Any visits from your site will be tracked back to you and
recorded within your Awin dashboards. Get paid every
time you generate a sale!

For more information about Awin Affiliate Network, click here.













 

 













Connect
with Getsafe

directl
y



If you prefer to have direct integration with Getsafe,
please send us your application form and our affiliate
team will get back to you. 



Highlights

Real-time sales dashboards

Dedicated account manager 

Marketing campaign assets (text, images, URL links)


Sign up process: 















1.

Please fill out this form to complete your application


2.

Getafe sends you all assets, links, and material you require


3.

You receive access to Partners Portal to track your daily
sales

If you have any questions regarding our affiliate program, please
contact our partnerships team at partnerships@hellogetsafe.com
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